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Abstract
This paper deals with the simulation of coating formation in Thermal Spray processes. That
means that impingement and flattening of molten metal- or ceramic particles with a
diameter of about 50 microns on a rough surface have to be regarded. In this work, this is
accomplished use of the Volume of Fluid method. The disadvantage here is that only the
pure flattening process can be considered. In order to implicate the shrinking of the
particles due to cooling down after solidification, which is responsible for the occurrence of
pores and thermal stresses, a Finite Element calculation is done subsequent to the CFDcalculation. After the FEM calculation has finished, the newly generated, shrinked particle
shape has to be re-imported into the CFD grid.
Keywords: Thermal Spraying, atmospheric plasma spraying, simulation, coating formation,
Volume of Fluid method, particle spreading, pore formation
1.

Introduction

The aim of this work is to simulate coating formation in the field of thermal spray processes.
Here, mainly the atmospheric plasma spray process is regarded. In atmospheric plasma spraying
(APS), the spraying particles are applied onto the substrate, in order to provide a coating. This is
done by use of a plasma beam. To realize this plasma beam, an arc between the cathode and anode
is generated in the so-called plasma torch. In the hottest zone of the plasma cone, temperatures of
about 30000 K occur. The coating material in form of powder is injected into this plasma beam,
where it is rapidly heated, molten and accelerated. Depending on the chosen process parameters, the
powder particles impinge at a certain speed and temperature on the substrate.
Most of the previous simulations concerning this kind of coating formation can be divided
into two categories: The first category covers simulations with which the impact and the spreading
of molten particles on the substrate were calculated with the "Volume of fluid" (VOF) method [6].
One disadvantage here is, that the number of particle impacts is limited in these cases a few dozen,
because of the extremely high computation time. The mean influence of parameters e.g. particle and
substrate temperature, particle size as well as impact velocity and angle were examined in various
publications [4, 13]. Meanwhile rough substrates are also taken into account [9], while in earlier
simulations merely the impact onto flat substrates was investigated. In the second category
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stochastic models were used in order to simulate coating formation. Here, neither the impact of
single particles nor their solidification were computed. Instead of this, the form of the impacted
particles was given on the basis of micrographs of coatings or previous simulations of particle
impacts [3, 10]. With such statistical techniques several hundred particles can be included into the
modelling of the coating formation. All the above mentioned models are not capable to compute
porosities. If necessary they must be integrated into the model, later. Apart from simulations which
regard only the coating structure, also procedures exist, which try to precalculate the mechanical
behaviour of the thermal sprayed coating. For this, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is used. The
input data for such simulations is normally gathered from micrographs or measurements. Since
porosity is a characteristic property of thermal sprayed coatings, the pore formation plays a central
role within the simulation of the coating formation [15]. Therefore, this article describes a method
which allows to compute both, the flattening (with help of CFD) process and the subsequent
cooling down process (with help of FEM), which is responsible for the shrinkage of the particles.
2. Approach
2.1. CFD Modelling
2.1.1. The Volume of Fluid Model
At first, the impact, the spreading and the solidification of a molten particle on the
substrate are computed with CFD. Here, the volume of fluid algorithm (VOF) is used, which
determines the free surface of the particle in the computational grid, time-resolved.
In our calculations we use a two phase VOF-Model. The primary phase is the
surrounding gas (air), while the secondary phase consists of the molten particle.
For the volume fraction of a particle in a cell of the computational grid, the following
can be obtained:

:
αp = 0
αp =1
:
0 <αp <1 :

the cell contains no fluid (particle fraction)
the cell filled with fluid
the cell contains an interface between particle and gas

The transport equation of this volume fraction is calculated via the following
conservation equation:
1
ρp
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The volume fraction of the primary phase - i.e. the gas - follows as:
α p + αg = 1

(2)

In order to discretize equation (1) an implicit scheme is used [5]:

α np+1ρnp+1 − α npρnp
Δt

V +∑ (ρnp+1U nf +1α np+, 1f ) = 0
f
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A single momentum equation is solved throughout the domain, and the resulting
velocity field is shared among the phases. The momentum equation, shown below, is
dependent on the volume fractions of all phases through the properties ρ and μ.
The VOF model treats energy, E, and temperature, T, as mass-averaged variables:
E = (α g ρ g Eg + α p ρ p E p ) / (α g ρ g + α p ρ p )

(4)

where Eq for each phase is based on the specific heat of that phase and the shared
temperature. The properties ρ eff and λeff (effective density and effective thermal
conductivity) are shared by the phases. The density is calculated as:

ρeff = α p ρ p + (1 − α g ) ρ g ,

(5)

whereas the effective thermal conductivity is obtained by:

λeff = α p λ p + (1 − α g ) λg

(6)

The energy equation is:

r
∂
(ρeff E ) + ∇ (ν (ρeff E + p )) = − ∇ ⎡⎣λ eff ∇T ⎤⎦
∂t

(7)

As indicated above, a solidification model is implemented in the VOF method
[11, 12].
2.1.2. Geometry and physical properties of the model

At Thermal Spray processes the surface, that is to be coated, is roughened by use of
grid blasting. That means that corundum particles with defined size fractions are blasted to
the substrate. In order to consider this approach in the simulations, an algorithm which can
take into account the deformation of the surface due to the impact of the shot during grid
blasting was developed. In this model the form, the diameter, the depth of penetration and
the quantity of the shot can be varied. Moreover a specific attenuation factor is integrated in
the model. By help of Laser Scanning Microscope analysis, witch has a spacial resolution
of about 1 nm, it is possible to measure the roughness of grid blasted surfaces spaceresolved. Hence the simulated surface topologies can be attuned to reality. The so measured
roughness peaks are about 30 μm. Fig. 1 shows a simulated surface topology of the
substrate.
The basic material of this substrate is steel (1.0037), while for the spraying particles
a ceramic is used. Here alumina goes into action, because it is a widely used coating
material in the fields of corrosion protection and thermal barrier coatings. In the following
calculations the steel substrate has an initial temperature of about 400 K, while the
temperature of the alumina particles is about 2400 K. This means, that the melting
temperature of alumina (approximately 2323 K) is exceeded and that the individual alumina
particles are molten, so that they can be treated as a fluid in the CFD simulation. As
temperature dependent properties of liquid alumina the following variables were used:
density, specific heat, conductivity, surface tension and as a very important issue
concerning the flattening process, the viscosity. Moreover the latent heat is integrated into
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the model. The temperature dependent surface tension of liquid alumina is taken from the
following formula [17]:

σ (T ) = 0.64 − 8.2 ⋅ 10−5 (T − Tm )

(8)
This formula is based on surface tension measurements in the temperature range of
2190 K to 2500 K.
The surrounding gas is treated as air with the temperature dependent properties of an
ideal gas. In order to obtain initial values for the particle diameter, the velocity and the
temperature, measurements were done. Velocity and diameter are measured with help of a
newly developed particle diagnostics system, the particle shape imaging (PSI) [7, 16] and
moreover by use of particle image velocimetry [2], while the surface temperature
measurements are obtained by spectroscopic methods [8].

Figure 1. Simulation of a grid blasted substrate

2.1.3. Computational grid and boundary conditions

An example of the computational grid can be found in Fig. 2. The blue colored
surfaces indicate the outlets. They are defined as pressure-outlets at operating pressure with
a total backflow temperature of about 700 K. At the dark red colored surface a wall
boundary is used, which represents the surface. In the case of the first flattening particle,
only the steel surface has to be considered. Afterwards one has to distinguish, whether the
wall consists of the steel substrate or of a formally solidified alumina particle.
The cylindrical zones in the grid indicate the initial positions of the particles, just
before impinging. This kind of geometry was chosen, in order to minimize the number of
cells in the grid. With help of sample calculations it could be ensured that such a grid
geometry delivers pretty good approximations, because the gas flow shows no significant
influence. By use of this kind of grid geometry the total number of cells could be decreased
from approximately 5 million cells to about 2 million cells, which significantly reduces the
calculation time.
The computational grid, used in the simulations was made out of tetra elements.
These elements have an average size from about 1 micron up to about 3 microns,
depending on the position in the grid. The regions, where the flattening and solidification
of the particles takes place, are meshed with smaller element sizes, while in regions, where
no significant velocity and pressure changes are expected, the element size is increased up
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to three times. Fig. 3 shows a cross section of the grid. Here the cell size distribution can
be seen.

Figure 2. Example of a computational grid for CFD calculations
In the calculations the PISO algorithm was used for pressure-velocity coupling. On
the basis of past experience it could be shown, that a fixed time stamp of 5.0 e-10 s is the
most suitable solution, in order to obtain stable results. In Fig. 4 the velocity field of a
flattening particle onto already solidified particles is shown. Fig. 4a illustrates the initial
position of the particle at the start of the calculation. The initial velocity magnitude was
150 m/s in negative vertical direction. In Fig. 4b the flattening process has almost finished.
The flow time at this point is 0.5 μs. These calculations were carried out with the
commercial CFD software Fluent.

Figure 3. Cross section of a computational grid, showing the cell size distribution
2.2.

Coupling of CFD and FEM

As to be seen in Fig. 4, with use of CFD the flattening process of the particles can be
successfully calculated. The effects that occur due to cooling down of the particle, e.g. the
shrinking of the particles and the constitution of micro pores, cannot be treated with CFD.
On the other hand, experimental investigations of the coating properties indicate, that these
effects have a significant influence. In order to accomplish the coupling of CFD and FEM,
the steps, figured out in Fig. 5 have to be realized. Beyond the parameters that directly
result of the CFD-calculation, the most important task is to carry out a contact definition
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between particle and substrate or rather between two colliding particles. This contact
definition is dependent on:
1. the contact time
2. the temperature difference between particle and bedrock
3. the distance between particle and bedrock
The so called contact time is the minimal time frame, which is needed that diffusion
processes with the substrate material can take place.

Figure 4. Velocity fields of a flattening particle

Figure 5. Schematic of the coupling procedure
These above-mentioned parameters have to be obtained out of the CFD-calculation.
For this reason, the CFD-model was modified. A new primary zone in the fluid regime of
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the grid was created (see Fig. 6). This zone, which is positioned at the bottom layer of the
grid, is the only area, where contact between the particle and the bedrock is possible. This
newly created zone is analyzed after every time step and the parameters: volume fraction
of the particle, temperature and flow time are written to a file, so that they can be
processed afterwards. Fig. 7 shows a front view of the substrate with contact areas at
different contact times. In the red colored areas, the conditions for the specific contact
definitions are met. The contact time in Fig. 7a is
e-8 s, while the contact time in Fig. 7b was chosen as 5.0 e-8 s. Which value is the most
realistic one, must be compared with experiment.

Figure 6. Possible contact zone
Once the contact areas are defined, the FEM-calculation can be set up. First of all,
the shape of the flattened particle has to be extracted out of the CFD grid. In order to
transfer this shape into a Finite Element volume mesh, the commercial meshing tool
Hypermesh was used.
During the FEM-calculations, the heat transfer in the substrate in thickness direction
is not modeled. In order to justify this, the thermal diffusion distance was estimated. The
thermal diffusion distance can be defined as:

sd := α th tc

(9)

With typical values of α th =1 e−6 m²/s and tc = 1e −7 s, the thermal diffusion distance
can be estimated to sd = 3 e −7 m. Due to the fact, that this value is significantly smaller than
the average cell height of about one micron, the heat transfer was neglected.
After the FEM-calculation has finished, the newly generated “shrinked” particle
shape has to be re-imported into the CFD grid, where it is now part of the surface with the
thermal properties of alumina.
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Figure 7. Contact definition at different contact times, a) 1.0 e-8 s; b) 5.0 e-8 s
3.

Results

The FEM calculations were done with the FEM software Abaqus. As a result, one can see in
Fig. 8 the shrinking of a particle due to cooling down. The maximum displacement due to cooling
down is about 1 micron. Since the average height of a flattened particle is about the same
dimension, this result demonstrates the importance of FEM calculations at coating formation
simulations. Moreover the curling up of the particle edges can be observed, Fig. 8.
Most of the bottom side of the flattened particle is bonded to the substrate, so that it cannot
contract. On the other hand, the upper surface shrinks, which causes the edges to curl up. The
curling up of the edges is up to one micron in the vertical direction. Hence this effect has a
significant influence to the formation of micro pores.
In the field of Thermal spraying, curling up is a well known effect. In [14] this effect is
investigated at single molten metal drops. In addition to the experiment an analytical model of curlup angle is presented.

Figure 8. Particle shrinking and curling-up due to cooling down
The constitution of micro pores is an interplay between the shrinking effects as described
above and the fact that the mold filling during spreading is not completely guaranteed. Fig. 9 shows
such micro pores witch are formed throughout the process of spreading and cooling down.
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Figure 9. Pores at the background of a particle
A verification of the simulation can best be determined by use of cross sections, obtained
from real coatings. The steel specimen was coated using a triple-cathode plasma torch [1]. The
spray powder was alumina having a particle size of 22 μm to 45 μm. In Fig. 10, a comparison of
experiment and simulation is illustrated. The diverse colours indicate different particles. Both, the
pore content and size as well as the particle shapes are in good qualitative agreement.

Figure 10. Comparison of experiment and simulation
4.

Conclusion

The goal of the simulations, shown in this paper, is to improve coating formation
simulations in the field of Thermal Spraying with respect to shrinking effects and the occurrence of
micro pores due to cooling down. Here, a coupled CFD and FEM calculation is presented. With use
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of CFD, the flattening and the solidification of the particles is simulated, while the Finite Element
Method is used in order to simulate the shrinking effects. Due to the fact that the time between two
successive particle impacts at the same place is statistically greater than the solidification time of
the first particle, the separate treatment of the two processes is possible. It could be shown, that this
procedure has a significant influence on the resulting coating properties, hence the micro pores are
of the same dimension as the height of the flattened particles.
In future work, we plan to expand the model and to scale it up, so that it will be possible to
simulate macroscopic coatings. This results in the fact that the simulations can be compared with
real coatings in a better way.
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Nomenclature
Cell based volume fraction of the particle
αp

σ

Surface tension

αg

Cell based volume fraction of the gas

α th

Thermal diffusity

ρp
r

Particle density

tc

Contact time

Cell based velocity vector of the particle

sd

Thermal diffusion distance

Cell based number of faces
Volume flux through the face

P
E

Pressure
Energy

Time step
Face value of the volume fraction

λ
T

Thermal conductivity
Temperature

Cell volume
Energy
Thermal conductivity
Temperature
Melting temperature

Tm

Melting temperature
Surface tension
Thermal diffusity
Contact time
Thermal diffusion distance

νp
f
Uf
Δt
α p, f
V

E

λ
T

Tm

σ
α th
tc
sd
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